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I have a bat file which is using batch file to uninstall(rollback) driver. But I need to create two MSI.bat
files for each driver but I have 70 drivers. So how to do that? A: I am not sure if it is possible with

single bat file, but you can combine all the batch files to one using c#. You can write an app and loop
through and combining each file and exporting MSI. Windows Forms Application You can find below

link for windows form application, you can write small code inside the below using msi generation. Q:
How does the Posix thread_create function create threads? When the pthread_create function is

called, the code for it opens the lib.pthread.h header file and looks up how many threads there are
set to be created, and then it creates how many threads. How is this function able to create such a

large number of threads? I tried looking up the pthread_create function, but there isn't much
information about it. It doesn't seem to be available, but then how does it work? When a thread is
created, a stack of data is created and stored into it. How does it have the capacity to create so

many threads in stack data, when using the pthread_create function requires 32-bit pointers to be
used? How does the function store so many threads' stacks into stack data? A: The question is "How

does the pthread_create function create so many threads?". The answer is "It doesn't". The code
looks up the number of threads that are set to be created, but does so using a mutex, which is an
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atomic object. It would require 12GB of RAM to create 1 billion threads, or about 20% of your typical
64GB of RAM. The number of threads you can create depends on the OS and on the settings you

choose when configuring your threading library (like whether you need to allocate memory or if you
can use a static array in your code), but you have to ask the operating system or library

documentation how many can be created. Typically, the OS will reserve a significant amount of
memory for thread stacks and other data, and you can ask the operating
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